Synaptic arrangements between inner hair cells and tunnel fibers in the mouse cochlea.
Hair cells, the sensory cells of the organ of Corti, receive afferent innervation from the spiral ganglion neurons and efferent innervation from the superior olivary complex. The inner and outer hair cells are innervated by distinctive fiber systems. Our electron microscopical studies demonstrate, however, that inner hair cells, in addition to their own innervation, are also synaptically engaged with the fibers destined specifically to innervate outer hair cells, within both the afferent and efferent innervation. Serial sections of the afferent tunnel fibers (destined to innervate outer hair cells) in the apical turn demonstrate that, while crossing toward the tunnel of Corti, they receive en passant synapses from inner hair cells. Each inner hair cell (in a series of five in the apical turn) was innervated by two tunnel fibers, one on each side. We show here for the first time that, in the adult, the afferent tunnel fibers receive a ribbon synapse from inner hair cells and form reciprocal contacts on their spines. Vesiculated efferent fibers from the inner pillar bundle (which carries the innervation to outer hair cells) form triadic synapses with inner hair cells and their synaptic afferent dendrites; the vesiculated terminals of the lateral olivocochlear fibers from the inner spiral bundle synapse extensively on the afferent tunnel fibers, forming triadic synapses with both afferent tunnel fibers and their synaptic inner hair cells. This intense synaptic activity involving inner hair cells and both afferent and efferent tunnel fibers, at their crossroad, implies functional connections between both inner and outer hair cells in the process of hearing.